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Summary 

Theoretical consequences of truncation selection based on the individual 
phenotype are examined for the following cases of increasing genetic complexity: 
(i) an arbitrary number of alleles at a single locus, (ii) an arbitrary number of 
alleles at each of two linked loci, and (iii) a completely general genetic situation. 

The analyses are facilitated by generalizing the concept of hereditary units 
to include not only the gene but also units of higher levels of organization. 

Analyses fundamentally based on higher-order units but with a gene inter
pretation permit a detailed examination of the consequences of selection and 
relaxation following selection for the two-locus case. It is shown that the immediate 
response to selection may be different from that predicted on the basis of gene 
analysis if an additive X additive type of epistasis occurs. However, due to the 
"mutability" of these higher-order inheritance units, the population mean, on 
relaxation of selection, decays to that predicted by the gene-analysis approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Apart from the abbreviated presentation in Section 7 of the remarkable 
paper by Kimura (1958), there seems to be no generalized treatment of the theoretical 
response of a population to continuous artificial selection. However, various 
intuitive suggestions have been made without an extensive rigorous mathematical 
treatment. For example, Lush (1948) makes the following comprehensive statement: 

"Epistatic variations are in small part transmitted; i.e. they are correlated as between 
parent and offspring although not as highly correlated as the genic differences are. 
Therefore we do expect to recover temporarily in the offspring some fraction of whatever 
epistatically caused phenotypic differences in the parents led to our selecting those parents 
in the first place. When mating is random, this fraction would be about half of the two
gene epistatic interactions, one-fourth of the three-gene interactions, one-eighth of the 
four-gene interactions, etc. Therefore only a little of the epistatic variance would be 
removed unless nearly all epistasis is from simple two-gene and three.gene interactions. 
The phenotypic gains from selecting for epistatic differences come from distorting the 
gametic array and soon disappear after selection is relaxed, as the gametic array returns 
to random. By contrast, the gains from changes in gene frequency are permanent unless 
and until counter-selection restores the original gene frequency." 

Kempthorne (1957, p. 361), when discussing Fisher's "Fundamental Theorem 
of Natural Selection", also makes an interesting statement which is more explicit 
with regard to the contribution of specific epistatic variance components. The 
statement is: 

"It is interesting to speculate on the possible extension of the result to the case of more 
than one locus. It is likely that, if the appropriate ,\ quantities remain constant, the rate 
of increase in fitness will involve both additive and additive X additive components of 
genotypic variance of fitness." 

* Division of Plant Industry, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra. 
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Starting with these intuitive notions, it is now desirable to provide a more 
rigorous and detailed development of the theoretical responses of a population to 
artificial selection. 

More exactly, the objectives of this study are to discuss some aspects of the 
general problem of description and prediction associated with truncation selection 
based on the individual phenotype. The argument will be developed for increasingly 
complex genetic situations until the generalization is reached which includes any 
number of alleles at each of an arbitrary number of loci associated in an arbitrary 
system of linkages. The genes may exhibit any set of dominance and epistatic 
values. 

The generalization of results is made easier by a generalization of the notion 
of hereditary units to include not only the gene but also units of higher levels of 
organization. Because of the emphasis which is placed on the notion of generalizing 
the unit of inheritance, the following points will be discussed in the next three 
sections: 

(i) The problem posed by the modern concept of the gene and the possibility 
of considering units of higher levels of genetic organization. 

(ii) The characterization of a random-mating population in equilibrium by 
different units of inheritance. 

(iii) The generalization of definitions which have been developed for the 
gene analysis in order that they may be applied to higher-order units. 

After these introductory sections, the consequences of truncation selection 
will be examined when selection is applied to the following genetic populations: 

(i) Genotypes which are generated at a single gene locus-the argument is 
based on the usual gene analysis. 

(ii) Genotypes which are generated at two gene loci which are linked-the 
argument is based on a gametic analysis with a gene interpretation. 

(iii) Genotypes which are generated by a completely arbitrary gene system
the argument is based primarily on an individual analysis. 

The importance of this subject is considerable for at least two reasons. Firstly, 
mass selection (i.e. selection based on the individual phenotype) is undoubtedly the 
most extensively used method of selection in plant and animal breeding. It is, 
therefore, important to know what are the theoretical consequences of such a 
selection programme, and to know how predictions of genetic gains may be made. 

Secondly, a recent trend in quantitative genetics is to make inferences regarding 
the phenomenon of "genetic homeostasis" (Lerner 1954), from controlled selection 
experiments, which are usually conducted with a convenient experimental organism 
such as Drosophila. In these experiments it is often observed that the mean of a 
population, which has been subject to unidirectional artificial selection, regresses, 
on relaxation of selection, toward its original position. This phenomenon has been 
termed genetic homeostasis by Lerner (1954), and it is assumed that this regression 
is due to the effects of natural selection which act antagonistically to artificial 
selection. 
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It is clear that to properly evaluate the effects of natural selection from 
selection experiments alone (i.e. without fitness tests), it is essential to understand 
the theoretical consequences of artificial selection and relaxation in the absence of 
natural selection. For example, it will be shown that the contributions of non-zero 
additive X additive X etc. components of variance to the responses of selection and 
relaxation following selection mimic those due to natural selection. Thus, unless 
the effects from at least one source can be measured, the effects of both are hope
lessly confounded and inferences about the contribution of natural selection cannot 
be made. 

(a) Units of Inheritance 

It appears that the modern concept of the gene, which is evolving from 
intensive studies of complex loci in the entire range of organisms from bacteriophage 
to man, differs radically from the classical notion of the gene as a single indivisible 
unit capable of being described unambiguously in terms of recombination, 
mutation, and physiological activity. It now appears that the chromosomes may 
be divided, first, into fundamental loci (i.e. limited regions) each of which specifically 
controls a biological activity. It is probable that each locus contains many mutational 
and recombinational sites, and, in many instances, linear linkage maps may be 
obtained for the locus from intralocus recombination data. In some cases, in which 
pairs of mutants within the same locus can be tested for complementarity, maps 
of functional regions (cistrons) may be obtained. However, anomalies may arise 
with the complementation criterion. For example, when mutants have pleiotropic 
effects, complementation tests may lead to cistrons which are physically discontinuous 
(Carlson 1959). A particularly lucid summary of the modern concept of the com
plexities which may exist at a locus is given by Fincham (1959): 

"The picture which seems to be emerging, at least from the Neurospora work, is of 
chromosomes segmented into small and apparently quite sharply distinct regions, each 
concerned, though almost certainly indirectly, in the formation of a particular kind of 
protein molecule. Within these regions, which I have been calling loci, mutations can occur 
at many different sites. Different mutant derivatives of the same locus, that is to say 
alleles, can often interact at meiosis, either by crossing-over in the orthodox sense or by 
"conversions", to give a wild-type allele, and their cytoplasmic products can sometimes 
interact to give a wild or semi-wild phenotype in a heterocaryon. Loci of this kind 
conform to none of the usual definitions of the gene. Yet the most striking and incontro
vertible fact about the chromosome as a genetic structure has surely always been its 
segmentation into regions of highly specific and differentiated function. It is this fact, 
rather than any segmentation of the chromosome with respect to crossing-over, which 
has given solidity to the idea of the gene, and which still does so. While the recon becomes 
vanishingly small, and the cistron tends to fall apart, the gene locus, regarded as a physio
logically differentiated segment, still retains a semblance of reality." 

The question is how does this modern concept of the gene affect the treatment 
of quantitative inheritance? More explicity, the issue is how to characterize the 
genetic complexity at a locus in order to facilitate the analysis of quantitative 
inheritance and theoretical problems in plant and animal breeding. 

There are at least two methods of representing the genetic situation at a 
complex locus. To illustrate, consider a locus which has a simplified structure 
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consisting of only two genetic conditions (mutant and normal) at each of two 
mutational sites. In the first method, the locus can be subdivided into two subloci, 
one for each of the mutational sites. This approach yields two sets of alleles, each 
set being the genetic alternatives at each sublocus. In this case, the gene model for 
quantitative inheritance must be extended to accommodate position effect which 
may occur between alleles at different subloci. This, so far, has never been done. 

The alternative method is to consider the overall locus as the basic entity, 
and to regard all possible genetic structures at this locus as the set of multiple alleles. 
Thus, in the simplified example, the four possible gene states are (+ +), (ml +), 
(+m2), and (mlm2). These, then, would be regarded as the alleles of the locus. 
Such a representation avoids the introduction of intralocus position effect because 
complexities such as the cis-trans relations would be absorbed in the dominance 
parameters. However, a resultant complication of this approach is that mutation 
of alleles as defined above includes both point mutation in its conventional sense 
and intralocus recombination. For example, recombination between mutational 
sites arranged in a trans configuration, ml + I +m2, results in non-parental locus 
types, (+ +) and (mlm2). It is of course clear that the frequency of such intralocus 
recombination is low compared with the frequency of recombination between genes 
at different loci. Hence, it would appear that with the alleles defined as above, 
the contribution of locus mutation (point mutation and intralocus recombination) 
would be negligible in most theoretical plant and animal breeding studies. 

Assuming that this representation of a locus is satisfactory, it is possible 
and desirable to extend the notion of hereditary units to higher levels of genetic 
organization; that is, to the chromosome, gamete, and individual. It will be shown 
that such an extension is valuable for certain aspects of selection theory. 

In a given population there exists a finite number of different configurations 
for a given set of homologous chromosomes. Each configuration can be considered 
as an "allele": a macrogene with multiple effects. These alleles are unstable since 
mutation now includes point mutation, all forms of chromosomal aberrations, and 
recombination within and between loci along the entire length of the chromosome. 
To further extend the analogy with the gene concept, each set of homologous 
chromosomes may be regarded as a mUltiple allele series at one locus; there being 
n loci in all, where n is the haploid chromosome number. The average effect for a 
given chromosome can be defined as well as the interactions between homologous 
chromosomes and the interactions between non-homologous pairs of chromosomes. 

In a similar manner, gametes represent a higher level of genetic organization. 
In this case individual gametes are analogous to alleles and the entire array of 
gametes in a population is analogous to the array of multiple alleles at a single locus. 
Gametes are extremely unstable. Mutation now embraces point mutation, chromo. 
somal aberrations, recombination, and chromosomal segregation. 

Finally, individuals comprise a single array, analogous to a multiple allele 
series at a single locus. As a unit of heredity, the individual is clearly the least 
stable, as mutation now includes all factors listed for gametes plus variation which is 
generated by the union of gametes. 
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In summary, then, it is clear that there are different levels of genetic organi
zation and that the hereditary units for each level are amenable to genetic analysis. 
The gene locus is an organized chromosomal segment which contains many different 
mutational and recombinational sites. It is in some respects, comparable to a 
minute chromosome. The chromosome is composed of a collection of gene loci. 
Since it is a morphological entity, there is no ambiguity in its definition. The 
gamete is a collection of chromosomes such that one chromosome of each homo
logous set is included. Finally, the diploid individual is a combination of two 
gametes. 

(b) Oharacterization of a Random-mating PopUlation by Different Units of Inheritance 

A random-mating system is one in which the frequencies of matings between 
the various classes of genotypes are equal to the product of the frequencies of the 
genotypes themselves. A random-mating population in equilibrium is one in which 
the frequencies of the genotypes do not change from one generation to the next. 
Thus, if the genotypic array of a population is "Lfi Gi, where Gi is the ith genotype 
and fi its frequency, then the system of random matings may be generated by 
squaring this array, i.e. 

('L,fi Gi)2 = 'L,fdj GiGj, 
ij 

where GiGf represents the mating between the ith and jth genotypes. The results 
of these matings produces another population, the array of which may be denoted 
as "L ft Gi . If ft = ft, then the population is said to be in equilibrium. 

It is now useful to consider how a representation of a random-mating popu
lation in equilibrium can be generated by the various basic units of heredity, i.e. 
genes, chromosomes, gametes, and individuals. The basic principle is that an 
equilibrium population for genotypes at a single locus may be obtained by "squaring" 
the array of multiple alleles for the locus. This, of course, assumes that the allelic 
array has been derived from the equilibrium population without selection. This 
principle holds for any unit of inheritance and for any system of linkages. Thus, if 
"Lfi Hi represents the array of multiple alleles at a single locus for any system of 
hereditary units, the equilibrium population of genotypes at the locus may be 
generated as 

('L,fi Hil = 'L,fdj HiHf· 
ij 

If the units of inheritance are diploid genotypes, then the combination HiHj represents 
the full-sib array which results from the mating of the ith and the jth genotypes. 

If genes or chromosomes are considered as units of inheritance then more than 
one locus must eventually be considered. In this case, let "L ff Hr represent the 
array of alleles at the rth locus. The equilibrium population for all loci is then 
obtained by multiplying together the genotypic arrays produced at each locus, i.e. 

n 
n ['L,f[ Hf]2. 
r=1 i 
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Confining attention now to a single locus (for any hereditary unit), it is con
venient to represent the operation of squaring by forming a two-way multiplication 
table. Thus C'2:.ft Hi,)2 can be set out as follows: 

Hl 

(h) 

Hm 

(fm) 

Hl 

(h) 

HlHl 

(h)2 

HmHl 

(fmh) 

H2 

(f2) 

HlH2 

(hf2) 

HmH2 

(fmf2) 

Hm 

(fm) 

HlHm 

(fdm) 

HmHm 

(fm)2 

The usefulness of this representation is that it provides a pattern which is 
clearly amenable to all of the ramifications of the analysis of variance for a two
way classification with proportional subclass frequencies. Therefore, effects and 
interactions can be defined and a mathematical model constructed from an identity 
of means. Also an identity in sums of squares can be used to define an orthogonal 
partitioning of the total variance into component parts associated with the various 
classes of effects. 

Fisher (1918) laid the foundations for such an analysis using "genes" as the 
hereditary units. This early pioneering work has been extended by Kempthorne 
(1957, for general reference). However, it is obvious that this Fisher-Kempthorne 
approach can be generalized to include any level of hereditary unit. 

(c) Definitions 

Referring, now, to the two-way table, generalized definitions can be made 
as follows: 

Let 
Ht = hereditary unit (gene, chromosome, gamete, or individual), 

It = frequency of Hi" 

hif = genotypic deviation associated with the HiH1 combination, such that 

"l:.ltff htf = O. 
i1 
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Any genotypic value, hi}, may be represented by the following identity, 

hi} = hi. + h.j + (hij - hi. - h.}), 
which may be recast as 

where 

and 

hi} = Yt + Yj + 8ij, 

Yi = "L,fjhij = general combining ability (g.c.a.) effect of Hi, 
j 

Y} = "L,fthiJ = g.c.a. effect of H}, 
t 
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8ij = hij-hi. -h.} = specific combining ability (s.c.a.) effect for the com
bination HiH j • 

The total variance may be partitioned as follows: 

2 2 2 
"L,fdj hij = 2"L,ft Yi + "L,fdj 8ij, 
ij U 

which may be recast as 
2 2 2 

aH = ag.c.a. + as.c.a., 

where 
2 . 

ag.c.a. g.c.a. varIance, 
and 

2 . 
as.c.a. = s.c.a. varIance. 

The usual analysis based on genes may be regarded as a special case of the 
above more general representation. If Hi (i = 1, ... , m) are genes (i.e. multiple 
alleles at a single locus), then the symbolization may be converted to the more 
usual gene notation as follows: 

Yk = !Xk = additive effect of A k , 

8i} = aij = non-additive (dominance) effect of AiAj, 

2 2 dd't' t' . ag.c.a. = a A = a lIve gene lC varIance, 
and 

a;.c.a. = a~ = non-additive (dominance) variance. 

It may be noted that the terms general and specific combining ability effects 
and variances are introduced to apply to all units of inheritance and in the case 
of genes they are synonymous with the well-established terms, additive and non
additive effects and variances. This has been done to avoid confusion which would 
possibly otherwise exist if one were to apply the words additive and non-additive 
to effects and variances of higher units than the gene. For example, in the case 
where genotypes involve genes at more than one gene locus, the g.c.a. effects of 
higher units than the gene are a function not only of additive but also of certain 
non-additive gene effects. 

In the more generalized argument of this study, and others to follow, it is 
convenient to use the individual as the unit of inheritance and to use certain 
covariances between relatives as the genet.ic parameters of particular interest. 
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The following defines three covariances and relates them to the "individual" general 
and specific combining ability variances. 

To characterize the random-mating population with the individual as the 
unit of inheritance, let "f,jiHi designate the array of parent individuals undergoing 
random mating, and let "f,jihi = 0 denote the corresponding array of genotypic 
values. The cross between the ith and the jth parents yields a full-sib array the mean 
of which may be designated as hij. = "f, Pijkhijk. Note that the ijkth progeny has an 

k 

arbitrary frequency Pijk (such that "f,Pijk = 1), and hence any system of linkage 
may occur. k 

The full-sib means may be set out in the usual two-way table as follows: 

Hl H2 IIm 

(it) (h) Um) 

HI hll. hI2 . hIm. hI.. 

(it) ud Ud2) (fdm) 

Hm hml. hm2 . hmm. hm .. 

(fm) (fmit) Umh) (f~) 

h =0 

The parent-offspring covariance (designated as Cov (PO)) may be defined 
as the expected value of the cross-product of the genotypic deviation of an arbitrary 
parent individual and the mean genotypic deviation of the half-sib array associated 
with the parent individual. If hi is the genotypic deviation of the parent genotype 
Hi, then 

Cov(PO) = E(hi .hd 

= 'Zji hi. hi ... 

The covariance of full-sibs (designated as Cov (FS)) may be defined as the 
expected value of the cross-product of the genotypic deviation of an arbitrary 
individual and the mean genotypic deviation of the full-sib array of which it is 
a member. Thus, 

Cov(FS) = E(hijk . hid 

= 'Z jdj 'Z Pijk hijk . hij. 
if k 

= 'Zjdi(hiif 
(j 
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The covariance of half-sibs (designated as Cov (HS)) may be defined as the 
expected value of the cross-product of the genotypic deviation of an arbitrary 
individual and the mean genotypic deviation of the half-sib array of which it is a 
member. Thus 

Cov(HS) = E(hiJk . hd 

= "i:.!dJ "i:. PiJk hiJk . hi .. 
iJ k 

= "i:.!i(hi.f 

Interpretation of the general and specific combining ability variance com
ponents may be made in terms of covariances of full-sibs and half-sibs as follows: 

and 

2 ~ 2 
aH = ~!dJ(hiJ.) 

iJ 

= Cov(FS), 

a~.c.a. = 2'f,!i( Yi)2 

= 2"i:.!i(hi.l 

= 2 Cov(HS), 

a~.c.a. = "i:.!dJ O:J 
u 

= Cov(FS)-2 Cov(HS). 

The above definitions apply to a completely general genetic situation. In 
terms of genes this means a genetic situation which is completely arbitrary for 
(i) number of alleles at any locus, (ii) number of loci, (iii) system of linkages, and 
(iv) dominance and epistatic relationships. 

It may be noted that not all of the above definitions are used in the present 
paper. However:" this study is the first of a series which will include a treatment 
of full-sib and half-sib selection, and, collectively, these studies will make use of the 
entire range of definitions. Hence, in this first paper, it seems worth while to com
pletely set out the notion of higher-order units of inheritance and their associated 
definitions. 

II. CONSEQUENCES OF TRUNCATION SELECTION BASED ON INDIVIDUAL PHENOTYPE 

This study is concerned with individual selection within the framework of 
a breeding programme which consists of cycles. In each cycle, selection is applied 
to members of a random-mating population and the selected individuals are then 
mated at random to provide the population for the next cycle. The original 
unselected population, with which the selection programme starts, is assumed to 
be in equilibrium. 

The arguments to be developed are formulated for an idealized situation in 
which the populations are infinite in size and, therefore, can be characterized by 
continuous distributions. The method of defining selection values is that due to 
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Kimura (1958) and some parts of the more generalized argument are found in the work 
of Kimura (1958). 

In the remainder of the paper the consequences of selection are examined 
for three levels of complexity in terms of gene structure: (i) a single locus level, 
(ii) a level involving two linked loci, and (iii) a generalized level. These studies, 
fundamentally, represent three different approaches to the problem of describing 
the response to selection by utilizing different units of inheritance. In the first 
analysis, the gene is considered as the basic unit and the consequences are examined 
when selection is applied to genotypes at a single gene locus. The total response is 
then obtained by summing over all gene loci. The gamete is considered as the 
basic unit in the second analysis with, however, a gene interpretation so that the 
detailed results can be compared with those of the gene analysis. 

Finally, in the last section, generalizations are made by using analyses in 
which the individual is considered as the basic unit of inheritance. However, the 
frequency of an individual is necessarily specified in terms of the frequencies 
of the gametes which united to form the individual. In order to compare the results 
with the previous analyses, the generalized results are interpreted in terms of the 
example consisting of two loci which are linked. 

(a) Selection of Genotypes Generated by Alleles at One Locus 

(i) Definitions 

(1) Parameters of the Random-mating Population in Equilibrium.-The random
mating population generated by m alleles at one locus may be set out in the following 
two-way table: 

Al A2 Am 

(PI) (pz) (Pm) 

Al du d12 dIm 1X1 

(PI) (Pl)2 (PIP2) (PIPm) 

Wll WI2 Wim 

Am dmi dm2 dmm IXm 

(Pm) (PmPI) (PmP2) (Pm)2 

Wmi WmZ Wmm 

o 
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In this table, 

and 

(a) Al, Az, ... , Am represent the m alleles, 

(b) Pi = frequency of Ai, 

(c) dij = genotypic value of AiAj, such that 

fLO = ~PiPldij = 0, 
ij 

(d) Wij = selection value of A,Aj (defined later). 

The genotypic value, dij, may be characterized by the following gene model, 

di1 = 1X,+1X1+81,J, 

where 

and 

lXi = ~ PI di1 = additive effect of the Ai allele, 
1 

8if = dij-lXi-lXj = dominance effect associated with A,A1. 

The total genotypic variance may be partitioned as follows: 

~ PiPl d:1 = 2~ Pi IX: + ~ PiP} 8:1> 
if tJ 

which may be represented symbolically as 

z 2 z 
uG= UA+UD, 

where 
2 ~ d2 t' .. uG = ~ PiP} il = geno YPIC varIance, 

(j 

U~ = 2~PilX~ = additive genetic variance, 
and 

2 ~ .,2 d' . 
uD = ~PiPjOil = ommance varIance. 

iJ 

(2) Selection Values.-The assumptions in the following argument may be listed 
as follows: 

(i) The genotypic variability of the characteristic which is being studied is 
controlled by genes, each of small effect, at many loci. 

(ii) The phenotypic variability, due to environmental effects together with 
that due to the segregation at the numerous loci, is normally distributed 
with mean zero and variance u 2• 

(iii) The initial random-mating population is in equilibrium for genes at all 
loci. 

With regard to the particular locus in question, it is conceptually possible 
to subdivide the entire populations of individuals into groups corresponding to the 
various genotypes A,A}(i, j = 1, ... ,m). The relative frequencies of these groups 
are PiP} (i, j = 1, ... ,m). From the above assumptions, it is clear that the sub
population of individuals having a given genotype, AiAj, is normally distributed 

with genotypic mean, di}, and variance, U~j. That is .to say, different members of 
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this population all have the genotype AiAj, for the locus under study, but may have 
different genes for the other loci, as well as different environmental conditions. These 
differences generate the normal population with genotypic mean, d ij , and variance, 
U~j. With regard to the definition of selection values, there are two further assumptions 
which need to be made concerning the magnitudes of dij and U~j. These are: 
(i) dij is small in relation to U so that the quantities (dij /u)2 and (dij /u2)2 may be 
neglected, and (ii) the genotypic variance generated by the locus in question is small, 
relative to the total phenotypic variance, so that u~ ~ u 2• 

The "truncation" selection programme is such that all members of the entire 
population which have a greater phenotypic value than a given value, say xo, will 
be selected for mating at random to produce the next generation of individuals. 
This selection programme may be diagrammed as follows: 

(i) Selection programme depicted for the entire population: 

~ A() 

Individuals represented by shaded area are mated at random 
to produce the next population. 

(ii) Selection programme depicted in terms of subpopulations: 

~ 
"" 

The selection value, Wij, for the genotype AiAj is defined to be proportional 
to the probability that an individual of the genotype AtAj survives selection. This 
probability is 

1 rco 

Pr(x>xo) = Uij~(27T) Jzo exp{ -[(x-dt1)2j2u:J]}dx 

1 (CO 
::::: U~(27T)Jzo exp{-[(x2-2xdtJ+d:j)/2u2]dx 

1 (CO 
::::: U~(27T)Jzo exp[ _(x2/2u2)]. exp(xdij /u2)dx 

1 rco 
~ U~(27T)Jzo exp[ _(x2/2u2)][1+ (xdtJ/u2)]dx 
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1 lOO 2 2 2 1 lOO 2 2 
~ a~(21T) Zo exp[-(x /2a )]dx+(dti/a ). a~(21T) Zo x.exp[-(x /2a )]dx 

= V+(dii /a2)iv 

ex: 1 + (dii/a2)i, 
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where v is the proportion of the original population which is selected and i is the 
selection differential, i.e. 

i = C~t21T) L: x. exp[ -(X2/2a2)]dx} Iv. 
The selection value for AiAi is then defined to be 

Wii = I+(i/a2)dii , 
or 

Wij = 1 + i(dii/a) , 

where i = i/a = standardized form of the selection differential. 

(ii) Consequences of One Cycle of Selection 

The problem for review in this section is that of determining the change in 
population parameters due to a single cycle of truncation selection. The cycle starts 
with a random-mating population in equilibrium as described in the previous section. 
This population is designated as ITo and the parameters associated with this popu
lation are designated with the superscript "0". The progeny population produced 
by the first cycle of selection is designated as ITI , and its parameters are designated 
with superscript "1". The elements and variances of the gene model are always 
assumed to be those associated with ITo. 

The frequency of AiAj following selection is 
00000.2000 

PiPj Wi} = PiP} + (~/ a )PiPj dii· 

The total frequency of all selected genotypes is 
~ 00.2000 
£... [PiP}+(~/a )PiP} dii] = 1. 
if 

The genotypic mean of the selected parents is 
~ 00.20000 

fts = £... [PiPJ + (~/ a )PiPJ dii ]dil 
iJ 

= i(a~/a2) 

= i(heritability in the broad sense). 

The gene frequency for the Ai allele in the selected population is 

I ~ 00 ·2000 
Pi = £... [PiPJ+(~!a )PtPJ diJ ] 

j 

= p~+ip~(IXi!a) 
o 

=Pi+Api. 
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The total gene array produced by the selected parents is 

~p}A« = ~ (p~+Llp«)A«. 

Hence, the progeny genotypic array which results from random mating the selected 
parents is obtained by squaring the gene array as follows: 

~ 1 2 ~ 0 0 - ~ 0 0 A A .2~ 0 0 / (",-,p«Ai) = "'-'P«PJAiAi+(~/a) "'-'P«PJ(exi+exJ) « J+~ "'-'PiPJ(exi a)(exJ/a)AcAJ. 
iJ «j «J 

The progeny mean is obtained by substituting d~j for AtAJ• Thus 

fl-l = (i/a)a~+i2~ p~p~(exi/a)(exJ/a)oiJ. 
iJ 

This last equation can be simplified by assuming that (ex/a) is small so that 
the square or product of two such quantities can be neglected. Assumptions of 
this sort will be made throughout this study. In this case 

fl-1 = i(a~/a2). 

For a single locus, the increment advance in the genotypic mean due to 
selection is equal to the difference between the genotypic means of n1 and no, i.e. 

Llfl-IO = fl-1-fl-O 

= i(a~/a2) 

= i(heritability in the narrow sense). 

For individual loci these quantities are negligible, but the sum of such effects 
over a large number of loci is assumed to be appreciable. 

This increment change in means may be predicted from the difference between 
the phenotypic means (which· are equal to genotypic means when infinite popu
lations are considered) of the selected parents and the unselected original population. 
This difference is defined to be the value i. The prediction equation is 

Llfl-10 = Gi. 

Hence G = a~/a2 = heritability in the narrow sense. 

Thus, prediction of the genotypic advance can be made for the case of a single 
cycle of selection operating in a genetic system composed of an arbitrary number 
of alleles at a single locus. 

If the cycle of selection is followed by random mating without selection (either 
artificial or natural) the population structure remains unchanged and the population 
mean remains at fI- = i(a~/a2), i.e. the population is in equilibrium. This assumes 
that the gene has negligible mutation rate in relation to the time span concerned. 
That is, point mutation together with recombination within a locus yield a low 
total mutation rate. 
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(iii) Con8equence8 of Two or More Cycle8 of Continuou8 Selection 

The problem in this section is to describe the changes in parameters which 
occur with two or more cycles of continuous selection. * 

In the previous section it was shown that the progeny resulting from the 
first cycle of selection constitutes a random-mating population in equilibrium which 
may be characterized as 

with mean 
III = ~p}p} AiAj, 

11 

'" 1 1 0 ILl = "'PtP1 a,} 
Ii 

= i(a~/a2). 

Assuming that the selection differential i remains the same and that the 
phenotypic variance is essentially the same as in IIo, the frequency of AiA} following 
selection in III is 

111 11 _ 1 
PiPj Wtj = Plpj[l +(~/a)aij] 

= p}p} [1 + (i/a)(aS-ILI)] 

= pip}[l+(i/a)a~i-(i/a)(ia~/a)] 

= p}p}{l +(i/a)a~}-i2[2~ p~(<Xi/a)2]} 

~ p}p}{l+(ila)d~j}. 

It may be noted that when more than one locus is considered, the relation 

1 o. 2 2 
dt} = dtJ-~(aA/a ), 

(where a~ is the additive variance for the particular locus in question) still holds. 

The sum of these frequencies is 

The frequency 

Hence 

and 

~p}p}[l+(i/a)d~j] = 1. 
Ij 

of Ai becomes 
P: = ~p}p}[1+(i/a)d~1] 

j 

'" p~[l +2i(<Xi/a)J. 

II2 = (~p~ Ai)2 

= ~p~p~ A£A}, 
i} 

'" 2 2do IL2 = ",PiPj ij 
11 

~ 2i(C1~/C12). 

* The phrase "continuous selection" means that selection occurs in each and every cycle 
under consideration. 
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The total increment change in the population mean due to the two cycles of 
selection is then 

6.fL20 = fL2-fLO 

,-..., 2i(a~/a2). 

More generally, after n generations of continuous selection, 

p~ ,-..., p~ +nip~(exi/a), 
and 

6.fLno ,-..., ni(a~/a2). 

These responses refer to the responses due to artificial selection unopposed by 
natural selection. This assumption will always be made unless stated otherwise. 

It is clear from these results that the predicted response to selection is linear 
when plotted against the number of selection cycles. Actually, however, the response 
to selection results in an asymptotic approach to the goal of selection whether it 
is that of homozygosity or a stable equilibrium. Hence the basis of prediction 
becomes more subject to error as the mean of the selected population becomes 
farther removed from its original position. This is primarily due to the increasing 
magnitude of the neglected quantities in the analysis. Thus, starting with the 
basic assumption that the square and products of the quantities (ex/a) are negligible, 
it is assumed that 

that IS 

(i/a)dfJ = (i/a)(d~l-fLn) 

~ (i/a)di7, 
(i/a)fLn ~ 0, 

where fLn is the increment change in the population mean due to n cycles of selection 
operating on the single locus. Clearly, as n increases this approximation becomes 
worse. Hence the linear predicted response holds for only a relatively short segment 
of the total response curve. 

A general discussion of the attainment of the selection goal follows in the 
next section. 

(iv) Attainment of Selection Goal 

Selection operating on individuals which are subject to random mating leads 
to either a homozygous population or to a polymorphic population in equilibrium. 
The following discusses the attainment of either one of the two possible selection 
goals for the situation of constant selection values applied to genotypes generated 
by only two alleles at a single locus. In this case selection results in a stable poly
morphic equilibrium if overdominance exists, and if overdominance does not exist 
selection results in a population homozygous for the most desirable allele. A more 
detailed argument follows. 
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Assume that as a result of selection the ratio of the three genotypes surviving 
selection is 

AlAI: A1A2 : A2A2 = (1-81) : 1 : (1-82) = (Wn/W12) : 1 : (W22/W12). 

Clearly then 

and 
81 ~ -(i/a2)(dn -d12) = -(i/a2)[(~1-~2)+(3n-312)]' 

82 "-J -(i/a2)(d22-d12) = -(i/a2)[(<X2-<Xl)+(322-3l2)]. 

From these equations it appears that the selection coefficients, and hence 
the selection values, are a function of both additive and non-additive effects. 

and 

The increment changes in gene frequencies, as before, are 

llPl ~ (i/a2)Pl <Xl, 

llp2 "-J (i/a2)p2 <X2. 

Thus, changes in gene frequencies are functions of only additive gene effects. 

It is obvious that the values for <x's and 3's change slightly with every cycle of 
selection. As the goal of selection is approached, 

and 

and 

llpi -+ 0, 

<x's -+ 0, 

a~ -+ o. 
The specific goal of selection depends on the degree of dominance: 

(1) If partial or no dominance exists, and if Al is the most favoured allele, 
then 81 is negative and 82 is positive, and, therefore, the order of selection 
preference is AIAl>AlA2>A2A2. The changes in gene frequencies are: 
llPl>O and llp2<0 for all values of PI and P2. Thus, the population tends 
to homozygosity of the AlAI genotype. 

(2) If overdominance exists, both 81 and 82 are positive, irrespective of gene 
frequencies. Therefore, the heterozygote will be preferred over both 
homozygotes at all times. A stable equilibrium is reached when the gene 
frequencies become 

PI = 82/(81 +S2), 

P2 = 81/(81+82). 

Hence, the increment change in gene frequency of the Al allele will be positive 
or negative depending on the value of PI in the popUlation undergoing selection 
relative to the equilibrium frequency of Pl. 

The trend to the selection goal can be examined from the point of view of 
the change in the genotypic mean of the population due to selection. The increment 
change for a cycle of selection has been shown to be 

llfL = i(a~/a2). 
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Since O'~ is necessarily positive or zero, selection continuously increases the popu
lation mean until the maximum mean value is attained. This value occurs when 
/1/L = 0, i.e. when O'~ = o. This is true for any degree of dominance. Thus, when 
partial dominance exists, the population mean is a maximum when the population 
is homozygous for AlAI, and it is only at this composition of the population that 
O'~ = 0 and /1/L = o. When overdominance exists O'~ = 0 and, hence, /1/L = 0 
when the stable equilibrium is reached. At this point the population has a maximum 
value. 

When more than two alleles are considered, the equilibrium conditions are 
more complicated. All that needs to be mentioned in this study is that selection 
again may result in either a homozygous or a polymorphic population. The 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the maintenance of all alleles in a stable 
equilibrium have been given by Owen (1953), Kimura (1956), and Mandel (1959). 

(b) Selection of Genotypes Generated by Alleles at JJwo Loci which may be Linked 

This section is concerned with the consequences of selection which operates 
on genotypes generated by an arbitrary number of alleles at each of two linked 
loci. The argument holds for any recombination value and for arbitrary sets of 
dominance and epistatic values. 

(i) Definitions.-In extending the considerations from one to two loci, it is useful 
to employ the gamete as the unit of inheritance rather than the gene. However, 
an interpretation of the gametic analysis will be made in terms of gene effects and 
variances. 

With more than one locus to consider, the notation necessarily becomes more 

complicated since both loci and genes need to be identifiable. For convenience, the 
m 

Kempthorne (1957) notation is used. Let l: piA} represent the array of alleles at 
i~l 

n 
2 2 the first locus and l: PkAk represent the array of alleles at the second locus. The 

k~l 

two loci may exhibit linkage with a recombination frequency whose value is y. Let 

the frequency of the gamete (A}AZ) be fik = PiPZ. The gametic array is then 
I 2 

l:fik(AiAk). 
ik 

The random-mating population in equilibrium may be generated by squaring 

the gametic array, i.e. 

~ 122 ~ 1212 
[~fik(AiAk)] = ~ fik!JI(AiAk)(AjAt}. 
ik ijkl 

This representation is set out in the following two-way table in which the genotypic 

value of (A~AZ)(A}A~) is dik.jl whose value is chosen such that 

~ lik!J1 dik.jl = O. 
tiki 



----------------------------------------------------,---------------------------

AiAr 

(fn) 

A~A~ 

(fmn) 
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AiAi 

(fn) 

dn .n 

(fn)2 

Wn.n 

dmn.n 

(fmn!ll) 

Wmn.ll 

AiA~ 

(f12) 

dn .12 

(fn!I2) 

Wn.12 

dmn.12 

(fmn!I2) 

Wmn.12 

A~A; 

(fmn) 

dn .mn 

(fn!mn) 

Wll. mn 

dmn .mn 

2 
(fmn) 

Wmn.mn 
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The genotypic value, dik.jl, is characterized by the Kempthorne gene model 
as follows: 

1 1 2 2 1 2 
dtk.}l = ect +ecj +eck+ecl + So+ Skl+ (ecec)tk+ (ecec)u+ (ececlJk+ (ecec)}l 

+ (ecS)ikl+ (ecS)jkl+ (Sec)tjk+ (Sec)tjl+ (SS)tjkl, 
where 

ec~ = additive genetic effect of the A~ !111ele, 

S~v = dominance effect for the A~A~ genotype, 

(ecec)tk = additIve X additive epistatic effect associated with genes A~ and Ai, 

(ecS)tkl = additive X dominance epistatic effect associated with the gene A~ 
2 2 and the genotype AkAI, and 

(SS)tjkl = dominance X dominance epistatic effect associated with the genotypes 
1 1 2 2 AtAj and AkA l . 

The total genotypic variance may be partitioned as 

2 222 2 2 
(1G = (1A+(1D+(1AA+(1AD+(1DD, 

where 

and 

(1~ = total genotypic variance generated by the two loci, 

(1~ = additive genetic variance, 

(1~ = dominance variance, 

(1~A = additive X additive variance, 

(1~D = additive X dominance variance, 

(1~D = dominance X dominance variance. 
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The selection value WiTe.jl for the genotype (A~A~)(A}A~) is defined to be 
proportional to the probability that an individual of the genotype (A~AZ)(A}A~) 
survives selection. Following the same argument as given for the single locus case, 
the selection value is 

Wik.il = 1+(i/a2)dik.il. 

(ti) Consequences of One Cycle of Selection.-The objective of this section is 
to determine the changes in population parameters due to one cycle of truncation 
selection which is then followed by an indefinite number of cycles of random mating 
without selection. The programme starts with a random-mating population in 
equilibrium, which is designated as ITo. As before, to simplify notation all parameters 
of the gene model are assumed to be those associated with ITo and therefore will 
not have a superscript notation. 

The frequency of the genotype (A~A~)(A}A~) following selection is 

000 00 ·20 
fik!Jl Wile.jl = fUc!1l[l + (~/a )dtk.jl]. 

The total frequency over all selected genotypes is 

~ fO 0 . 2 0 
k..l ik!Jl[l+(t/a )dik.jl] = 1. 
tiki 

The genotypic mean of the selected parents is 
~oo .200 

{-ts = k..l fik!Jz[l +(t/a )dik.jzJdik.jl. 
tiki 

The progeny population resulting from random mating the selected parents 
can be generated by squaring the gametic array produced by the selected parents. 
To obtain this array it is first necessary to consider the gametic array produced by 
an arbitrary genotype, (A}A~)(A}A~), which is 

{[(1-y)/2](A~A~+ A}A~) + (y/2)(A~A~+A}A~)}. 
The gametic array for all selected parents is then, 

~ooo 1212 1212 
k..l fikfn Wik.jl{[(1-y)/2](A iA k+ AjAl) + (y/2)(AiA 1+ AjAk)}, 
tiki 

which, on using a summation device illustrated by Kempthorne (1957), is equal to 

~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 / fO 0 0 / fO 0 0 Al 2 
k..l {fik!tl Wik.jl(1-y)/2+fjijik Wjl.ik{1-y) 2+ iijjkWtl.jk{Y 2) + jkfil Wjk.1l{y/2)}( IAk) 
likl 

where 

~ 000 000 12 
= k..l {fik!J1 Wik.jl{l-y) +fil!Jk Wll.jk{y)}{AiA k) 

tiki 

~ 1 Al 2 = k..lfik( iAk), 
ik 

f l fO ~ 0 ./ 2 dO ik = ik k..lfjl[l +(t a ) Ik.iz] 
11 

o • 2 0 1 2 = !lk+{t/a )!ik[CCt+CCk+(ccccltk]. 
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1 2 1 2 . The frequency of the progeny genotype (A,AkHAjA z) IS 

110·2012 0.2012 
!'kin = {f'k+(~/a )!tk[OCt+OCk+(OCOC)ik]}{fil+(~/a )!jZ[OCj+OCZ+(OCoc}jz]} 

00.2001122 
~hkijz+(~/a )!tk!iZ[OCi+OCi+OCk+OCZ+(OCOC)tk+(ococ}jd· 

The genotypic mean of the progeny population, then, is 

~ ,I 1 0 
1-'1 = ... Jtkhzdtk.jl 

tikZ 

'" (i/a2)[a~+ta~A]. 
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It is immediately apparent that this mean value for fh is not the same as 
that predicted with the gene analysis. Thus, when it is considered that selection 
operates on genotypes at each locus separately, one cycle of selection results in an 
increment change of (i/a2)a~(1) for the first locus and (i/a2)a~(2) for the second locus. 
The total increment change due to selection operating separately on the two loci 
is, then, 

1-'1 = (i/a2)[a~(1)+a~(2)] 

= (i/a2)a~. 
Although it is clear that the more accurate prediction of the immediate results 

of one cycle of selection is that obtained by using the gamete rather than the gene 
analysis, the question remains as to what happens to the predicted mean value 
when selection is relaxed and mating is continued at random. 

Briefly, the answer is as follows; if epistasis occurs, the progeny population, 
II!, is not in gene equilibrium, i.e. 

~ 1112 1 2 ~ 1111 11 ~ 212122 ... !ik!iZ(AtAkHAjAz) =1= [ ... (Pi) (Pi) A,2tj ]. [ ... (Pk) (pz) AkAz], 
~ u ~ 

or more simply 
,I 1 1 2 1 
JUV =F (pu) (pv) , 

where (pi)l is the frequency of A~ in III. 

Since the progeny population is not in gene equilibrium and since the gamete 

is a highly mutable unit of inheritance (i.e. (A}A~)(A}A~) produces not only parental 
but also a relatively high frequency of non-parental gametes) continued random 
mating in the absence of selection causes the population structure to continually 
change until equilibrium is reached. In the case of two linked loci the speed of this 
change depends on the magnitude of the recombination frequency. As the structure 
of the population changes, the mean of the population decays until finally, at 
equilibrium, the population mean equals that which is predicted on the basis of the 
gene as a unit of inheritance. Then, assuming that the gene is stable and that 
natural selection is not operating, the population mean will remain at this value. 
The following develops the argument more rigorously. 

Starting with the progeny population which results from one cycle of selection, 
the objective is to show what happens to the population structure and the popu
lation mean value when random mating is continued without selection. Again, 
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consider the parameters associated with the gene model as those defined for the 
population IIo and, therefore, the superscript "0" will not be used. However, the 
gamete frequencies will have a more complicated superscript notation, i.e. let 

flk r denote the frequency of the gamete (A~A%) in the rth generation of random 
mating without selection, after one cycle of selection. 

The progeny population following one cycle of selection may be designated as 

'" 1,0 1.0 1 2 1 2 II1,0 = ~ ffk 'fjl (Af'Ak}{AjA l ). 
f1kl 

The total gametic array from II1,0, in the absence of selection, is 

~ ff~ofko{[(1-y)/2](A~i+A}A~)+(y/2)(A7A~+A}Ai)} 
tiki 

= ~ [(l-y)ft~ofkO+Yfk'1}l](A}A%) 
Ukl 

'" 1,1 1 2 = ~ffk (A,Ak ), 
Ik 

where 

1,1,1 '" {(I )1,l,O'!:l,O+ 1,l,O'!:l,O} 'k = ~ -y 'k 1l Y U Ik 
11 

= (l-Y)ff~'o +y }:.fiz'°f}l .................................... (1) 
11 

= (l-y){ft~O + (i/a2)f&0[c4+(X%+«(X(X)tk]) 

+y ~ {ff~'O +(i/a2)ff~'0 [(X}+(X~+«(X(X}tZ]}{fJ~o +(i/a2)f1~0[(XJ+(Xi+«(X(X)lk]) 
II 

00 . 2 00 1 2 
ro.J irk +(~/a )fue [(Xt+(Xk+(l-y)«(X(X}tk]. 

The mean of the population IIl,l is then 

'" 1,l,l4"l,ldO 
iLl,l = ~ Ik JJI fk.11 

itkl 

= ~ {ff~O + (i/a2)f&0 [(X}+(X%+(l-y)(12(X)tk]) 
'ikl 

X {f1~'0 +(i/a2)fJ~'0 [(X}+(X~+(1-y)«(X(X)jl]}d7k.il 

ro.J (i/a2)[a~+(1-y)!a~A]. 

An argument used by Kempthorne (1957) may be employed to predict the 
mean after an arbitrary number m of generations of random mating without selection. 

Equation (1) may be rewritten as 

where 

and 

f l,l (1 )j1,0+y"'jl,0"'jl,0 tk = -y tk ~ U ~ ik , 
I I 

~fiz'° = fl:o = frequency of At in IIl,O, 
I 

"'jl ° flO f 2 . ~ Jk = .k = requency of Ak III IIl,o. 
J 
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In the absence of selection gene frequencies do not change, i.e. ff:1 = fl.'o etc. 

Therefore, the quantity UF1.ll) may be subtracted from the right-hand side of 

(1) and (f.~,o .ll) may be subtracted from the left-hand side of the same equation. 
Thus, 

1 1,1_f l,1'!1,1 _ (1- )f1,0+ f 1,0'j1,0 _f1'0'j1,0 ik i..k - Y ik Y i..k i..k 

or 

Likewise 

and more generally 

or 

= (1- )(f 1,0 -f 1,0'jl,0) Y ik L.k, 

Al,l (1 ) ,,1,0 tilk = -Y tilk . 

A 1,2 (I ) Al,l ulk = -Y tilk· 

= (I_y)2 .6.~kO, 

A I,m (1 )m A1,O l..l.lk = -y tifk, 

f l ,m _11,m;1,m = (1- )m(f1,0 _f1'0'j1,0). lk 1. J.k Y ik i..k 

Since fl,m = fl'o, etc. 

Recalling that 

and 

f 1,m = f 1,0'j1,O+ (1- )m(f1,o _f1'0'j1,O). ik i..k Y ik i..k 

fl.'O = pf[l+(ij0'2)<x~], 

II = p~[I+(ij0'2)<x~], 

fll = fZc°{I + (ij0'2) [ <X~+<X~+ (<X<X)ik]}, 

equation (2) becomes, 

fi;;m "" fZc°{I +(ij0'2)[<x~+<x~+(I-y)m(<X<X)ik])' 

. ......... (2) 

The mean of the population which is submitted to one cycle of selection and 
then to m generations of random mating without selection is 

~ f 1,m;l,maO /L1,m = ~ ik Jil ik.il 
iikl 

. 2 2 )m 1 2 ] "" (~/O' )[O'A+(I-y 20'AA. 

Thus, with random mating without selection, the mean of the population 
II1,o decays toward the lower asymptote which is 

lim (/L1,m)~ (iI0'2)0'~. 
m->oo 

This is the value predicted by the gene analysis. 

The change in population mean may also be described by the use of the 
increment mean values. Thus, if the increment change for means in the (m-l)th 
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and mth populations is defined as 

then 
Id(m-l},m = fLl,(m-l}-fLl,rn, 

Id(m-l},m = (i/a2){(1-yr-l[1-(1-y)]}ta~A 

= (ila2)[y(1-y)m-lna~A. 

Hence 
lim [ld(m-l},m] -+0. 
m->(fJ 

(iii) Oonsequences of Two or More Oycles of Oontinuous Selection.-The objective 
in this section is to describe the changes in parameters which occur with an arbitrary 
number of continuous cycles of selection. The procedure will be to outline briefly 
the normal method of obtaining Ih by selecting in III. Then the problem of 
generalizing to n generations of continuous selection will be attacked. 

In the previous section it was shown that one generation of selection yielded 
the following population 

II '" f1 1 Al 2 12 1 = ~ ile!JZ( ,Ale)(AjAz). 
ijleZ 

After selection, the frequency of (A}A~)(A}A7) is 

1 1 1 1 1 0 
file!JZ Wile.jZ ~ ftlefil Wile.jZ 

1 1 ./ 2 0 
= filefil[l + (~ a )dile.jz]. 

The total array of gametes from the selected genotypes is 

where 

",110 A1A212 1212 
~ filefjIWile.jl{[(1-y)/2]( , le+AjAI)+(y/2)(AiAz+AjAle)} 
illel 

",212 
= ~file(AiAle), 

ile 

2", 110 110 
itle = ~ [(l-y)fidjzWile.jl+yfu!JleWil.jle] 

jZ 

=A+B. 

The A term may be evaluated as follows: 

'" 00 ·2001122 ·2000 A = (l-y) ~ {file!JZ+(t/a )file!Jz[ai+aj+ale+az+ (aa)ile+ (otlX)jZ] + (t/a )file!JZ dile.jz} 
jZ 

o . . 2 0 1 2 
= (1-y){file+ 2(t/a )itle[ai+ale+(aa)ile]. 

The B term yields 
'" 00.2001122 .2000 B = y ~ {fil!Jle+(t/a )fil!Jle[ai+aj+ale+az+(aa}il+(aa)jle]+(t/a )fU!JledU.lle} 
jZ 

{fO . 2 fO 1 2 • 2 fO 1 2 } 
= y ile+(t/a) ile(at+ale)+(t/a) ile[ai+ale+(aa}ile] . 
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Hence 
fii = /t~+ 2( i/a2)fi~[ a}+a~+ (aa)ik] ~y(i/a2)/t~(aa)ik. 

The mean of Ih is, then, 
~ 2 2 0 

11-2 = ,(..J fik!il dik.j1 
ijkl 

~ 00 .2001 1 2 2 
'" ,(..J {fikfJl+ 2(t/a )/tk!il[ai+aj+ak+al+ (aa)ik+ (aa)jl1 

ijkl 

~y( i / a2) fi~!i~[ (aa )ik+ (aa )jl]}d~k.jl 

= 2(i/a2)(a~+ta~A)~y(i/a2)ta~A 

= (i/a2)[a~ +ta~A]+(i/a2)[a~ +(1 ~y)ta~A]. 
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The final problem is to generalize the results to n generations of continuous 
selection. Thus, it is required to give the approximate value for the mean of ITn in 
terms of the parameters of ITo. To do this it is necessary to express the frequency 
of the gamete (A~A%) in the nth generation in terms of the frequency of the same 
gamete in ITo. 

The first step is to obtain a recurrence relation involving ft~ and fi~-l. 
Consider, then, the (n~l)th generation, i.e. 

IT(n-l) = ~ fi1-1!J~-1(A~A%)(A}A~). 
ijkl 

Following selection, the frequency of (A~A%)(AJA7) is 

f n-lfn-l n-l fn-lfn-l 0 
ik j/ wik.jl::::: ik Jl wik.jl· 

The total array of gametes from the selected parents is 

where 

~ /t%-lfR-1 W~k.jl{[(1 ~y)j2](A~A%+ A;A7) + (yj2)(A~A7+ A}A%)} 
ijkl 

= ~/t%(A~A%), 
ik 

f n ~ [ fn-lfn-l 0 fn-lfn-l 0 ] ik =,(..J (1 ~Y)Jik jl Wik.jl+Y il jk wil.jk 
jl 

=A+B. 

The terms A and B may be evaluated as follows: 

A f n-l .j 2 fn-l~fn-ldo = (1 ~y) ik + (1 ~y)( t a ) ik ,(..J jl ik.jl, 
jl 

and 
B f n-lfn-l .j 2) ~fn-lfn-ldo 

= Y i. .k +y(t a ,(..J il jk il.jk· 
jl 

Hence 
f n 1 f n- 1 fn-lfn-l .j 2)fn-l~fn-ldO .j 2 ~fn-lfn-ldO ik = ( ~y) ik +Y to .k +(I~Y)(t a ik ,(..J jl ik.ll+y(t a ),(..J il jk il.lk· 

jl 11 
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In order to evaluate !!fc in terms of the parameters of ITo, consider, first, the 
frequencies of !tk for the first few cycles: 

(i) n = 1 
1 0.2012 0 

/tk = (l-Y)!ik+(tfa )!ik[a:i+a:k+(a:a:}tk]+y/tk. 

(ii) n = 2 
2 2 0 • 2 fO 1 2 /tk = (l-y) Jik+[1+(1-y)](tfa) ik[a:i+a:k+(a:a:)ik] 

° . 2 0 1 2 +[1 + (1-y)]y !ik+y(tfa )!tk(a:i+a:k). 

(iii) n = 3 
3 30 2·2012 

Jtk = (1-y) Jik+[1+(1-y)+(1-y) ](tfa )!tk[a:t+a:k+(a:a:)tk] 
20 ·2012 +[1 + (1-y) +(1-y) ]Y!ik+[2+(1-y)]y(tfa )!ik(a:i+a:k)' 

(iv) n = 4, 

4 40 2 3.2012 
!tk = (1-y) ltk+[1+(1-y)+(1-y) +(1-y) ](tfa )!ik[a:t+a:k+(a:a:)tk] 

2 3] fO [3 2 1 2 'f 2 fO 1 2 +[1+(1-y)+(1-y) +(1-y) y tk+ + (1-y)+( -y) ]y(t a ) ik(a:t+a:k). 

It appears that, in general, 
n n 

!t~ = (1-y)n!t~+[:2: (1-Yf-1]Y!i~+[:2: (1_y)r-1](ifa2)!i~[a:}+a:%+(a:a:)tk] 
r=l r=1 

n-1 t 
+{:2: [ :2: (1_y)r-1]y}(ifa2)ft~(a:~+a:%) 

t=1 r=1 

= {(l_y)n +y[(1- (1-y)n)fY]}!i~+[(1- (l_y)n)/y ](ila2)!i~[a:}+a:Z+ (a:a:)ik] 

n-1 
'I.' t}. 2 fO 1 2 +{ "'"' [(1- (1-y) )/y]y (tfa ) Ik(a:t+a:k) 
t=1 

= !i%+ [(1- (1-y) n)fy]( ifa2)!t%[a:}+a:%+ (a:a:)ik] +{n- [(1- (1-y) n)fy ]}( i/a2) !i~(a:i+a:2) 

= !t%+n(ifa2)!i%(a:}+a:Z)+ [(1-(1-y)n)fy](i/a2)!i%[(a:a:)ikJ. 

Having obtained an expression relating the frequency of the gamete (A~A%) 
in the nth generation to parameters in ITo, it is possible to evaluate the mean of ITn 
in terms of the parameters of ITo. Thus, 

p-n = :2: ft%h1 d~k.jl 
iikl 

= :2: {ft~+n( ifa2)!i~(a:~+a:~) + [(1- (l-y)n)fy]( i/a2)!i%[(a:a:)ik]} 
tiki 

X {fJ~+n(ifa2)fJ1(a:7+a:~)+[(1-(1-yt)fy](ifa2)h~[(a:a:)jzJ} X d~k.jl 
....., 0 0 . 2 fOfO 1 1 2 2) [(1 n / ] 

ro.J "'"' {fik!Jl+n(t/a ) ik jl(a:i+a:j+a:k+a:l + - (1-y) ) y 
tikI 

• 2 0 0 dO 
X (t/a )!ik!il[(a:a:)ik+(a:a:)il]} X ik.il 

= n(ifa2)(a~)+[(l-(1-yt)fy](ifa2aa~A' 
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n 
fLn = (i/a2)[na~+ ~ (l-y(-lia~A] 

r=l 

= (i/a2)[a~+ia~A]+(i/a2)[a~+(1-y)ta~A]+ ... 

+ ... +(i/a2)[a~+(1-yt-lia~A]. 
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It is clear that the extent of the influence of a~A is largely determined by the 
magnitude of the recombination value which has the range O~y~t. Thus if y=O 
(i.e. no recombination), 

fLn = (i/a2)[na~+n(ta~A)]' 
and if y = t (loci independent), 

fLn = (i/a2){na~+[2-mn-lHa~A}' 

Therefore, if the loci exhibit a low recombination value, considerable effect can be 

generated by a~A' and if the loci are independent the maximum contribution after 

n generations of selection is approximately a~A (with large n). 

It is also clear that even with constant selection differential and quite 
apart from the disturbance due to approximations, the increment changes 
between consecutive cycles of selection are not equal (assuming y oF 0). Thus, 
if AfLn.n-l = fLn-fLn-l, then 

AfLl,O = (i/a2)[ a~ +ia~A]' 

AfL2,1 = (i/a2)[a~ +(l-y)ta~A]' 
and more generally 

AfLn,n-l = (i/a2)[a~+(1-y)n-lia~A]. 

Hence, the influence of a~A diminishes as the number of cycles in the selection 
programme increases. This causes a departure from linearity of the response of 
selection with time. 

(iv) Consequences of Relaxation of Selection after n Cycles of Continuous 
Selection.-The objective in this last part of the section dealing with the con
sequences of selection operating on genotypes generated by alleles at two loci is 
to develop the prediction equation for the mean of a population which is submitted 
to n generations of continuous selection and then to m generations of random mating 
without selection. 

In the last section it was shown that the population after n continuous cycles 
of selection had the following structure 

IT " jn'0'jn,o AIA2 AIA2 n,O = k..J (k 1/ ( t k)( 1 1)' 
tiki 
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If, now, mating is at random, in the absence of selection, the frequency of the 

gamete (A~Ai) in the next generation is 

In,1 _ (1 ) In,o+y In'0'jn,o Jfk - -y Jfk Jf..k . 

Since gene frequencies do not change, this equation may be rewritten as 

In,I_ln,l/n,1 = (1- )( In,o_ln;0'jn,o) Jfk Jf..k Y Jfk Jf. .k , 
which may be symbolized as 

An,1 (1 y) An,O 
Ufk = - Ufk· 

More generally 

or 

An,m (1 )m An,O 
Ufk = -y Ufk, 

In,m = In'0'jn,o+(I_ )m( In,o _In'0'jn,o). J'k Jf..k Y Jfk Jf. .k 
Recalling that 

and 

where 

and 

In,O 1+ (., 2) 11 
Jf. = Pt n ~ C/ PfCXf, 

f n,o 2 (., 2) 2 2 .k = Pk+n ~ C/ PkCXk, 

ft~,O = !J~o +a(ilC/2)ff~0[CX~+CX~+ (CXCX)tk] +b(i,C/2)f&0(cx~+cx~), 

a = [(I-(I-yt)/y], 

b = {n-[(I-(I-yt)/y]}, 
equation (3) becomes 

. . (3) 

ff~,m = f&O +n(i/C/2)f&o(cx~+cxi)+(I-y)m{a(i/C/2)f&0[cx~+cxi+ (CXCX)fk] 

+(b-n)(i,C/2)f&0(cx~+cxi)). 

It is now possible to obtain the mean of the population that has had a history 
of n generations of selection followed by m generations of random mating without 
selection. This mean ;s 

or 

~ In,mln,mdO 
p'n,m = ,t{..,J Jik JiZ fk.iZ 

fikZ 

~ ~ {f&0!J~'0 +n(i/C/2)f&°!J~,0(cx~+cx}+cx~+~)+(I-y)ma(i/C/2) 
fikl 

0000 1 1 2 2 ) ()] X ffTC 'Ii!' [CXf+cxi+CXk+CXZ+ (cxcx ik+ cxcx 1Z 

+ (l-y)m(b-n)(i/C/2)f&Of1~,0(CX~+cx}+cx~+a~)) X d~k.iZ 

= n(i/C/2)C/~ + (l-y)ma(i/C/2)(C/~ +tC/~A)+ (l-y)m(b-n)(i/C/2)C/~ 
= n(i/C/2)C/~ +[(I-(I-yt)/y](I-yr(i/C/2 )!C/~A' 

n 
p'n,m = n(i/C/2)C/~+(I-y)m[~ (l_y(-1](i/C/2)tC/~A 

r~l 

= (i/C/2)[C/~+(I-y)m tC/~A]+(i/C/2)[C/~ + (l-y)m(l-y)iC/~A] 

+ ... +(i/C/2)[C/~+(I-y)m(l-yt-l tC/~A]. 
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If the increment change in means in the (m-l)th and mth populations is 
defined as 

nAfL(m-l),m = fLn,m-l-fLn,m, 
then 

nAfL(m-l),m = {[(1-(l-yt)/y](I-yr-1- [(1- (l-y)n)/y](I-yr}(i/0"2)!O"~A 

= [(I-(I-yt)/y](I-y)m-l[I-(I-y)](i/0"2)lO"~A 

= (l-yr-1[1- (l-yt](i/0"2)!O"~A. 
When n = 1, 

lAfL(m-l),m = (l_y)m-ly(i/0"2)!O"~A' 

as found in a previous section. 

It is quite clear that for any value of n, 

lim (nAfL(m-l),m) -+0. 
m-+oo 

Thus, the mean of the population IIn,o decays to 

lim (fLn,m) -+n(i/0"2)0"~. 
m-+oo 

Again it must be pointed out that in this analysis it is assumed that natural 
selection is not operating. 

(c) Generalizations 

The approach which utilizes a gamete analysis with a gene interpretation, 
as set out for the two-locus case, can be extended to include more loci. However, 
the problem becomes immensely difficult due, primarily, to the increase in the 
number of linkage parameters. For example, with three loci there are three recom
bination values which must be considered. It is for this reason that a somewhat 
different approach is used. 

By introducing the notion of the individual as a unit of inheritance and 
utilizing certain elements of the gamete analysis, complete generalization can be 
obtained for at least some descriptive aspects of the response to truncation selection. 
Clearly, however, a generalized analysis based on individuals and gametes as units 
of inheritance cannot yield a detailed description such as that developed in the 
previous sections, unless, of course, a gene interpretation is made. This requires 
that the genetic structure is specified in terms of genes, gene loci, and linkage 
parameters. 

In the following, the first step is to briefly set out the generalized analysis. 
Then an interpretation of this analysis is made in terms of the gene system which 
involves two linked loci, the system which has been treated in detail in Section 
II(b). This gene interpretation is made for two reasons, (i) to illustrate the versatility 
of methods which may be employed by utilizing different levels of genetic organi
zation as units of inheritance, and (ii) to show that the generalized analysis does 
give detailed results if the gene structure is specified. 
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An attack on the generalized description of the change in the population 
mean, due to selection, is made by using the individual as the basic unit of inheri
tance and specifying the frequency of the individual in terms of the frequencies 
of the gametes which united to form the individual. The argument starts with 
definitions which apply to the elements in the original random-mating population 
in equilibrium, ITo. 

Let 
",£ft Gt = gametic array, 

Hi} = genotype which results from the union of Gi and Gf, 

"'£f,offo Hif = genotypic array, 
fj 

and 

Let 

hif = genotypic value of Hif' such that "'£fioffo hif = O. 
it 

To define the mean of a full-sib array, further definitions are required. 

"'£ Pifk Gifk = gametic array produced by H ij , 
k 

"'£PlmnGlmn = gametic array produced by Him, 
n 

Hijk.lmn = genotype resulting from the union of gametes Gijk and G1mn , 

and 
hifk.lmn = genotypic value of Hijk.lmn, such that 

"'£ fiofJoflof~PijkPlmnhi}k.lmn = O. 
ijklmn 

The full-sib array which results from the cross between an arbitrary sire, Hi" 

and an arbitrary dam, Him, is, then, 

H(ij.)(lm.) = "'£PifkPlmnHiJk.lmn, 
kn 

and the mean of this array is 

h(if.)(lm.) = "'£ PijkPlmn hifk.lmn. 
kn 

Thus, the random mating-population in equilibrium, ITo, can be generated entirely 
in terms of the individual as a unit of inheritance as follows: 

ITo = "'£ (fiOft)(fz°f~)H(tJ.)(lm.). 
ijlm 

The mean of ITo is then 
fLO = "'£ (fPft)(fPf~)h?ij.)(lm.) = O. 

ijlm 

The consequences of selection may now be considered. First, denote the 
frequency of Hij in the selected parents from ITo as 

1 ;0'10 0 Po = (Ji j )Wjj 

00.2000 
=f«'fJ +(t/a )ft'fJ hif· 
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The mean of the selected parents is then, 

"" 1 0 /Ls = kI Ptj htj 
tj 

"" 0 0 • 2 0'10 0 0 = kI [ft'fJ +(~/O' )ft i hO)h" 
11 

= i(0'~/0'2). 

The me,an of the progeny population, rh, may be determined as follows: 

"" 1 1 0 
/Ll,O = kI P 1jP lm h(11.)(lm.) 

1Jlm 

"" fO 0 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ kI {( 111 )(fllm)+(~/O' )(i1Ij ) (fl Im)(htJ +hlm)}h(1i.) (1m.) 
film 

"" 00 000 .2"" 00 00 0 0 0 
= kI (ftI1 )(fzJm)h(il.)(lm.)+(~/O' ) kI (ftI1 )(il Im)(h1J +hlm)h(tf.) (1m.) 

tJlm tJlm 

= i{[2 Cov(PO))/0'2}. 
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If epistasis occurs, this predicted mean value is not the same as that predicted on the 
basis of a gene analysis, Le. 

/Ll = i(0'~/0'2). 
However, if random mating is imposed without selection, then the mean, 

i{[2 Cov(PO)]j0'2}, regresses to 

lim (/Ll,m) -+ i(0'~/0'2). 
m-><XJ 

The means, /Ll,O and lim (/Ll,m), may be predicted as follows: 
m-><XJ 

/Ll,O = i{[2 Cov(PO)]/0'2}, 

and 
lim (/Ll,m) = i(0'~/0'2) = i (heritability in the narrow sense). 

m-><XJ 

Consider, now, a second cycle of selectIOn. The population III may be 
generated as 

"" 1 1 kI P1jP1m H(1j.)(lm.). 
111m 

However, this representation, involving only individual genotypes and their 

frequencies, does not specify the frequency of a given genotype, Hi" in Ill. This 

frequency must be specified by the frequency of gametes which unite to form H 1j , 

Le. (fif/). Hence, if prj denotes the frequency of Hij in the population selected 

from Ill, then 

2 lf1 1 Po = (f1 j )Wii 

1f1 ./ 2 0 -:::.:i, j [l+(~ 0' )htJJ. 
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The mean of the progeny population, fI2, is then 

2 2 0 
/h2 = ~ PijP,m h(ij.) (1m.) 

ijlm 

"" 11 11 ·2 0 0 0 ~ kJ (filj ) (fdm) [1 + (tla )(hij+h,m)]h(ij.)('m.) 
ijlm 

"" 1 1 1 1 0 . 2 "" f1f1 1 1 0 0 0 
= kJ (filj )(fdm)h(ij.)(lm.)+(tla ) kJ ( i j )(fdm)(hij+h,m)h(iJ.)(lm.) 

ijlm ijlm 

=A+B. 

The A term is, by definition, the mean of a population which is subjected to 
one cycle of selection and then to one generation of random mating without selection. 
Thus 

A = /h1,1. 
Since 

fl = ftO + (ila2)Ki , 

where Ki is a constant, the B term is approximately equal to 

. 2 "" 0 0 1,0 0 h hO 
(tla ) kJ (kfj)( l!m)(htJ+ 1m) (if.)(lm.) 

iJlm 

= i{[2 Cov(PO)]la2}. 

Thus 
/h2,0 = /h1,1 +i{[2 Cov(PO)]la2}. 

The mean of the population which has undergone n cycles of selection may 
be obtained by an extension of the above argument. If PfJ is the frequency of HtJ 
in the selected population from fin-I, then the mean of fin is 

"" n n hO /hn,O = kJ PtjP,m (iJ.)(lm.), 
ijlm 

where 
n fn-1f n-1 0 

Pi} ~ (t J )WtJ. 

Hence 
"" fn-1f n-1 0 fn-1f n-1 0 ]hO /hn ~ kJ [( i J )Wij][( I m )Wlm (ij.) (1m.) 

ijlm 

"" fn-1f n-1 1,n-1f n-1)[1 ('1 2)(hO hO ) hO = kJ (i j )( I m + t a 0+ 1m] (ij.) (lm.) 
ijlm 

= /h(n-1),1 +i{[2 Cov(PO)]la2}. 

The increment difference between the means for the (n-l)th and the nth 
generation is 

Ll/hn,n-1 = /hn-/hn-1 

= /h(n-1) ,1- /h(n-2) ,1· 

Generally speaking, then, the mean of the progeny population which results 
from random mating selected parents from the previous population is equal to 
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the summation of two parts: (i) the mean of the previous population after it has 
been allowed to mate at random without selection for one generation, plus (ii) the 
increment i{[2 Cov(PO)]/a2}. If estimation is desired, both of these quantities are 
easily estimated and do not require a gene interpretation. 

The consequences of relaxation of selection cannot be carried very far in a 
generalized formulation since it is not possible to obtain a recurrence relation 
for gamete frequencies in consecutive generations without specifying the gene 
constitution. However, the following general statements can be made. 

The mean of the population that has had a history of n consecutive cycles 
of selection, followed by m generations of random mating without selection is 

_ '" (jn,m-lj n,m-l)(jn,m-lj n,m-l)ho I1-n,m -.:... t j ! m (ij.) (1m.)· 
(jim 

If 
n!ll1-(m-l),m = I1-n,m-l-l1-n,m, 

then 
A _ '" {[(jn,m-2j n,m-2)(!n,m-2jn,m-2)] nU I1-(m-l),m -.:... t jim 

ijlm 

[!n,m-lj n,m-l)(!n,m-lj n,m-l)]}ho 
- i jim (if.) (1m.) 

= ~{n!l(mating frequency)}h~tf.)(lm.). 

As m increases, the gamete frequency tends to the product of the component 
gene frequencies, and 

n!l(mating frequency) -+0, 

n!ll1-(m-l),m -+0, 

I1-n,m --+ i(a~/a2). 
and 

All of the results so far presented are valid for a completely general situation 
including any number of alleles at each of any number of loci which are associated 
in an arbitrary system of linkages. Also any system of dominance and epistatic 
values may be involved. 

These generalized results will now be evaluated for the specific two-locus case. 

For two loci, the mean of a population submitted to n cycles of selection was 
found to be 

n 
l.Ln,O = n(i/a2)a~H~ (l_y)r-l](i/a2)!a~A. 

r~1 

In generalized terms the same mean is represented as 

I1-n,O = (i/a2)[2 Cov(PO)]+I1-(n-l),l, 

where, for two loci, 

2 Cov(PO) = a~ +ta~A' 
and 

n-l 
l1-(n-1),1 = (n-l)(i/a2)a~ +(l-y)[ ~ (1_y)r-l](ila2Ha~A. 

r-l 
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Hence 
n-1 

/Ln,O = (i/U2)(U~+tu~A)+(n-l)(i/u2)u~+(I-y)[ ~ (l-y)r-1](i/u2)iu~A' 
r~1 

But this is clearly equal to 
n 

n(i/u2)U~ +[ ~ (l-yf-1](i/u2ltu~A' 
r=1 

Thus, the generalized representation yields the required specific result for two loci. 

Next, the general analysis yields the following equation for the increment 
change; due to selection, in the means of the (n-l)th and nth populations: 

tl/Ln,n-1 = /L(n-1),1-/L(n-2),1· 

Evaluation of this equation for the two-locus case may be made as follows: 

tl/Ln,n-1 = {(n-l)(i/u2)u~ +(l-y)[(l- (l-yt-1)/y](i/a2)tu~A} 

-{(n-2)(i/a2)u~ + (l-y)[(l-(l-yt-2)/y ](i/u2lta~A} 

= (i/u2)a~ + (l-y)( {[(I_yt-2]/y}_{[(I_y)n-l]/y} )(i/u2ltu~A 

= (i/u2)[u~+(I-yt-1 tU~A]' 

which is the expression previously found for the two-locus case. 

Finally, it is necessary to evaluate the generalized term for differences in 
means on relaxation of selection, ntl/L(m-1),m, in terms of the two-locus example. 
To do this it is necessary to recast the general expression as follows: 

where 

and 

~ n,m-2 n,m-2 n,m-2 f n,m-2 
ntl/L(m-1),m = ~ (ffk ijl )(frt J8U )h(lk.11)(rt.su) 

fjklrstu 

~ jn,m-1j n,m-1) jn,m-1 f n,m-1 h 
- ~ (lk 11 (rt Jau ) (tk.jl)(rt.8u) 

tjklrstu 

=A-B. 

(ft~,m-2fj~,m-2) = frequency of the arbitrary sire (A~A~)(A~A~) in nn,m-2, 

(f:t,m-2fs~,m-2) = frequency of the arbitrary dam (A~A~)(A!A;) in nn,m-2. 

h(lk.jl)(rt.8u) = mean of the full-sib array resulting from the cross 

1212 1212 
[(AtAk)(AjAI) X (ArAt)(AsAu)]. 

The mean of the full-sib array may be expanded as follows: 

/ 2 0 0 d 0 h(lk.11)(rt.su) = [(l-y) 2] (dik.rt+dik.su+ jl.rt+djl .su ) 

o 0 0 0 
+!y[(I-y)/2](dlk.ru +dik.8t+djl.ru +djl .Bt ) 

o 0 0 0 
+!y[(I-y)/2](du.rt+du.8u +djk.rt+djk.BU) 

2 0 0 0 0 
+ (y /2) (dtl. ru +dtz.,t+djk.ru +djk.se). 
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The A term becomes, 

A ~ {jO'0'j0'0'j0,OfO,O+ (01 2)fO'0'j0'0'j0,OfO,0( 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2) = kl tk}1 rt JSU n ~ a ik}1 rt JSU CXt CX} cxr CXs cxk cxI CXt CXu 
i}klrstu 

+(1 )m-2 (01 2)fO'0'j0'0'j0,OfO,O[ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 2 + 2+ 2+ 2 -y a ~ a tk}l rt J8U CXt CX} cxr CXs cxk cxl CXt CXu 

+(CXCX)tk+(CXCX)}I+(cxcx)rt+(cxcx)su]+(I-Yr-2(b-n)(ila2)f&0f1~'ry~,Of8o,;° 
111122220 

X (CXt+CXj+CXr+CXs+CXk+CXz+CXt+cxu)}h(tkojl)(rt.su), 
where 

a = [(I_(I_y)n)/y], 

and 
b = {n-[(I-(I-y)n)/y]}. 

Hence 
A = [n+ (l_y)m-2(b_n)+ (l_y)m-2a](ila2)a~ +[a(l_y)m-l](ila2)ia~A' 

Likewise 
B = [n+ (l_y)m-l(b_n) + (l_y)m-la ](ila2)a~+ [a(l-y) m](ila2)ia~Ao 

Then 
n~fJ-(m-l),m = A - B 

= (l_y)m-l[I-(I-yt](ila2)a~A' 

as previously found. 
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In this way it is clear that the generalized analysis yields detailed results 
when the gene structure of the situation is specified. 

III. DISCUSSION 

The main objective of this study is to attempt a generalized descriptive treat
ment of the consequences of truncation selection based on the individual phenotype. 
The generalization is possible by broadening the concept of the unit of inheritance 
to include not only genes but also gametes and individuals. 

Analyses utilizing the notion of higher-order hereditary units with a gene 
interpretation based on the generalized Kempthorne gene model allow a detailed 
examination of the consequences of selection and relaxation following selection for 
a two-locus case. These analyses show that the immediate response to selection 
may be different from that predicted on the basis of the gene analysis if additive X 

additive type of epistasis occurs. However, due to the "mutability" of these higher
order inheritance units, the population mean, on relaxation of selection, decays to 
that predicted by the gene analysis. 

Some of the assumptions underlying the theory presented in this study should 
be emphasized because it is on the fulfilment of these assumptions that the accuracy 
of the analytical description of the response to selection rests. 

First, it is assumed that the populations are infinite in size. In actual experi
ments, if small samples are taken to represent the populations, genetic "drift" will 
undoubtedly affect the reliability of the prediction procedure. 
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Second, it is assumed that the effects of individual genes are small so that 
the square and products of the quantities (gene effect/total phenotypic standard 
deviation) can be neglected. When more than one gene locus is involved it is assumed 
that the analysis deals, separately, with only small sub-sets of the total set of loci. 
In this way the approximations still hold. The total response is then obtained by 
an appropriate summing of responses over all such small sub-sets. However, as pointed 
out before, the errors introduced by the approximations tend to accumulate so that 
the basis of prediction becomes more subject to error as the mean of the selected 
population becomes farther removed from its original position. 

The third point is that the theory developed in this study assumes that the 
reproductive value is the same for all selected genotypes. That is, natural selection 
is not operating differentially on the various genotypes. In this connection, probably 
the most interesting outcome of the study is that even if the assumption is true, 
the response to selection and relaxation of selection mimics the response which 
would occur if natural selection were operating antagonistically to artificial selection. 
For example, for the two-locus case in which natural selection is not operating and 

a~A is not equal to zero, it is found that the increment change due to selection in 
successive generations yields successively smaller increments. More explicitly, in 
the expression 

Il/Ln,n-l = (i/a2)[ a~ + (1 ~y)n-l ta~A]' 

it is clear that the value of the increment decreases as n increases. This diminishing 
of increments is somewhat similar to the effect that one would expect on the 
assumption that the intensity of natural selection increases as the cumulative change 
in the population mean due to artificial selection increases. 

to 

Likewise, the decay of the mean on relaxation from 
n 

/Ln,O = (i/a2)[na~+ ~ (l~y)r-lta~A] 
r~l 

lim (/Ln,m) -+ (i/i)na~ 
m->oo 

simulates the response which would occur if natural selection were operating in 
the absence of artificial selection to regress the mean toward the original unselected 
value. Thus, it would appear that in order to establish that natural selection is 
operating antagonistically to artificial selection, it would be advantageous to use 
criteria other than those mentioned above. 

Finally, in the detailed case involving two linked loci, it is assumed that the 
recombination frequency is the same for the two sexes. This simplification often 
does not exist. For example, an extreme case occurs in Dro8ophila where crossing 
over does not occur in the male. Thus, a somewhat more complicated analysis is 
required to accommodate different recombination values in the two sexes. However, 
such a complication does not change the general picture; it merely alters the speed 
of the response to selection and response to relaxation following selection. 
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